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behorende bij het proefschrift
Holography, Fermi surfaces and criticality
1. Wavefunction renormalization Z, i.e. the jump of number density
n(k) at the Fermi surface k = kF is the Landau-Ginzburg order
parameter of a holographic Fermi liquid.
This thesis, Chapter 4.
2. At high temperatures holographic Fermi liquids undergo a first order
phase transition to the phase dual of a charged black hole.
This thesis, Chapter 5.
3. In the phase diagram of holographic fermions a continuous phase
transition separates the Fermi liquid phase from the quantum critical
AdS2 metal phase.
This thesis, Chapter 5.
4. The empirical stability of Fermi liquids has its gravity dual in the
fact that an extremely broad class of systems with bulk fermions
develops a Lifshitz horizon in the interior of the AdS space.
5. The accuracy of calculations of field-theoretic quantities in AdS/CFT
is not simply related or directly proportional to the accuracy of cal-
culations on the gravity side.
6. Even if of little use for the understanding of high-Tc superconductiv-
ity, the many elaborate models proposed to explain it such as emer-
gent gauge theories, resonant valence bonds etc. have contributed
much to broadening the horizons and the arsenal of methodological
tools available in many-body physics.
7. The importance of knowing the Lagrangian/Hamiltonian of a phys-
ical system is overrated. At strong coupling it doesn’t help much.
8. The purpose of computational physics is not to replace analytical
work but only to help it. The goal of science is insight, not numbers,
and insight only comes from analytical considerations.
